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Selective Resonance Suppression 1H-[13C] NMR
Spectroscopy With Asymmetric Adiabatic RF Pulses
Lijing Xin,1 Hanne Frenkel,1 Vladimı́r Mlynárik,1 Florence D. Morgenthaler,1 and
Rolf Gruetter1–3*
Despite obvious improvements in spectral resolution at high
magnetic ﬁeld, the detection of 13C labeling by 1H-[13C] NMR
spectroscopy remains hampered by spectral overlap, such as in
the spectral region of 1H resonances bound to C3 of glutamate
(Glu) and glutamine (Gln), and C6 of N-acetylaspartate (NAA).
The aim of this study was to develop, implement, and apply a
novel 1H-[13C] NMR spectroscopic editing scheme, dubbed “selective Resonance suppression by Adiabatic Carbon Editing
and Decoupling single-voxel STimulated Echo Acquisition
Mode” (RACED-STEAM). The sequence is based on the application of two asymmetric narrow-transition-band adiabatic RF
inversion pulses at the resonance frequency of the 13C coupled
to the protons that need to be suppressed during the mixing
time (TM) period, alternating the inversion band downﬁeld and
upﬁeld from the 13C resonance on odd and even scans, respectively, thus suppressing the detection of 1H resonances bound
to 13C within the transition band of the inversion pulse. The
results demonstrate the efﬁcient suppression of 1H resonances
bound to C3 of Glu and Gln, and C4 of Glu, which allows the 1H
resonances bound to C6 of NAA and C4 of Gln to be revealed.
The measured time course of the resolved labeling into NAA C6
with the new scheme was consistent with the slow turnover of
NAA. Magn Reson Med 61:260 –266, 2009. © 2009 Wiley-Liss,
Inc.
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The detection of 13C label incorporation in conjunction
with 13C-labeled substrate administration is an important
strategy to study brain metabolism noninvasively. Many in
vivo 13C NMR spectroscopy studies have detected the label
incorporation into metabolites such as glutamate (Glu) and
glutamine (Gln) from 13C labeled glucose or acetate in
animal and human brain (1–7). Such studies have permitted the assessment of the tricarboxylic acid cycle rate
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(5,8,9). Similarly, 13C magnetic resonance spectroscopy
(MRS) has further been used to determine the metabolic
rate of other neurochemicals, such as N-acetylaspartate
(NAA) and glutathione, in vivo (10).
The large chemical shift dispersion of 13C provides
abundant spectral information; nevertheless, the low sensitivity of 13C demands a larger volume in vivo (11). In
contrast to direct detection by 13C NMR spectroscopy, indirect detection through 1H bound to 13C can offer higher
sensitivity and thus spatial resolution, albeit at lower spectral resolution. With increasing magnetic ﬁeld strength,
the progressive improvement in spectral sensitivity and
resolution enhances the investigational capabilities of 1H[13C] NMR spectroscopy (12–14).
Although elegant 1H-[13C] NMR spectroscopic approaches based on heteronuclear multiple quantum coherence (HMQC) and single quantum coherence (HSQC) editing techniques have been reported (15,16), traditionally
most approaches combine three-dimensional localization
with Proton Observed Carbon Edited (POCE) NMR based
on inverting the magnetization of protons bound to 13C on
alternate spin-echo scans (17,18). The difference and sum
spectra provide the resonance signals from protons bound
to 13C and 12C, respectively. In addition, an “adiabatic
carbon editing and decoupling single-voxel stimulated
echo acquisition mode” (ACED-STEAM) sequence based
on editing of ⫾ IzSz coherences during the TM period has
been developed (14).
Despite the improvements in sensitivity and spectral
resolution at high magnetic ﬁeld strengths, such as 9.4 T,
combined with high shimming performance (19) and advanced quantitation methods (20) that allow 1H-[13C] NMR
spectroscopy to provide abundant spectral information
(14), spectral overlap remains in certain regions of interest.
For instance, the observation of 13C label incorporation
into the acetyl group of NAA (NAA C6) at 2.01 ppm is
easily obscured by the intensive labeling of Glu C3 and Gln
C3 (Glx C3) at 2.04 –2.13 ppm due to their complex coupling patterns and rapid labeling at the beginning of the
infusion study. Likewise, Gln C4 often appears as a partially resolved shoulder of Glu C4 (12). Such overlap can
lead to large standard deviations (SDs) in quantitation of
these metabolites even when using a sophisticated spectral
ﬁtting program such as LCModel (20). The measurement of
Gln C4 turnover is important for assessing cerebral compartmentation between neurons and glia (7,8). On the
other hand, NAA is generally considered as an inert molecule with an unknown role. The recent demonstration of
its active metabolism (21) suggested that the regional mea-
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surement of the NAA metabolism may give insight into the
role of this abundant amino acid.
Therefore, the aim of the present study was threefold: 1)
to develop and implement a 1H-[13C] NMR spectroscopic
editing scheme, based on “selective Resonance suppression by Adiabatic Carbon Editing and Decoupling singlevoxel STimulated Echo Acquisition Mode” (RACEDSTEAM) using two asymmetric narrow-transition-band
adiabatic RF pulses to reveal speciﬁc 13C labeled 1H resonances; 2) to validate the efﬁciency of the scheme in vitro
and in vivo; and 3) to measure the NAA C6 turnover time
course in vivo in the rat brain using the proposed scheme.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
Phantom and Animal Preparation
For pulse sequence validation a 15-ml plastic cylinder
tube containing a 20 mM 99% enriched [1,2-13C2] sodium
acetate solution (ISOTEC Inc., Miamisburg, OH, USA) was
prepared.
All animal procedures were in accordance with local
and federal guidelines and were approved by the local
ethics committee. For in vivo validation of the proposed
scheme, ﬁve healthy Sprague Dawley rats were fasted
overnight, anesthetized by 2% isoﬂurane during the experiment and prepared as follows: one femoral vein and artery
were cannulated for continuous infusion of a 20% (w/v)
solution of 99% enriched [U-13C6] glucose (ISOTEC Inc.)
and blood sampling, respectively.
NAA turnover experiments were performed on another
ﬁve healthy Sprague Dawley rats (238 ⫾ 15 g, mean ⫾ SD)
that were fasted overnight (14 –16 h) with free access to
water before the studies. During surgery and preparation,
the animals were intubated and ventilated by 2% isoﬂurane. One femoral vein and artery were cannulated for
continuous infusion of ␣-chloralose (Fisher Scientiﬁc,
Pittsburgh, PA, USA) and [U-13C6] glucose (67% enriched;
ISOTEC Inc.) and blood sampling, respectively. After the
surgery, anesthesia was switched to ␣-chloralose, an 80mg/kg bolus of ␣-chloralose was given initially and later
anesthesia was maintained by continuous infusion of
␣-chloralose at a rate of ⬃26.7 mg/kg/h. The animal was
placed in an in-house-built holder and the head was ﬁxed
by a bite bar and a pair of ear bars. Respiration rate and
blood pressure were monitored by a small-animal monitor
(SA Instruments Inc., New York, NY, USA). A 3.3-ml/kg
bolus of a 20% (w/v) solution of 99% enriched [U-13C6]
glucose was initially given over the ﬁrst 5 min and a 67%
enriched [U-13C6] glucose solution was continuously infused by a lower rate, which was adjusted to maintain the
plasma glucose concentration at ⬃16 mM during the entire
experiment. Approximately every 30 min, arterial blood
was sampled to monitor the blood gases (pCO2, pO2), pH,
and plasma glucose concentration. The respiration rate
and volume were adjusted to maintain the pH and blood
gases in the physiological range. Body temperature was
measured by a rectal thermosensor and maintained at
38.0°C ⫾ 0.5°C with the circulation of heated water.
Brain Extract Preparation and In Vitro NMR
After in vivo MRS measurements, the animal was killed by
focused microwave irradiation within 1.4 s (4 kW, Gerling
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Applied Engineering, Inc., Modesto, CA, USA) and the
brain was taken out and preserved in a – 80°C freezer for
further extract preparation. The frozen brain was crushed
to ﬁne powder under liquid nitrogen with a mortar and
pestle. The brain powder was extracted with 0.9 M perchloric acid and neutralized with 9 M potassium hydroxide. The supernatant of the extract solutions was ﬁltered
with a 0.22-m ﬁlter (Millipore Corp., Billerica, MA,
USA), lyophilized, and resuspended in 100% D2O for
high-resolution NMR spectroscopy. The pH of the solution
was adjusted to ⬃2 by deuterated perchloric acid to resolve the NAA peaks from the NAAG and Glx peaks in the
high-resolution 1H spectra. The brain extract measurements were performed on a 600-MHz vertical-bore DMX600 spectrometer (Bruker, Fallanden, Switzerland). A 1D
1H pulse-and-acquire sequence was used to measure the
isotopic enrichment of NAA and glucose in the brain extract (TR ⫽ 15 s).
Pulse Sequence
The RACED-STEAM 1H-[13C] NMR spectroscopic editing
approach was implemented based on the ACED-STEAM
sequence (14) with two asymmetric narrow-transitionband adiabatic RF pulses applied in the 13C channel during
TM in alternate scans (Fig. 1). “VAriable RF Pulses with
Optimized Relaxation delays” (VAPOR) water suppression
along with three interleaved outer volume suppression
modules were applied prior to the STEAM sequence (22).
Low-power adiabatic 13C decoupling based on an adiabatic
hyperbolic secant pulse (HS8) combined with both Malcom-levitt (MLEV)-4 and a ﬁve-step phase cycling was
applied during the acquisition as described previously
(14).
Editing was achieved as in ACED-STEAM (14), except
that two asymmetric narrow-transition-band adiabatic RF
pulses with mirrored excitation proﬁles were applied in
the 13C channel in alternate scans for 13C inversion. The
ﬁrst asymmetric narrow-transition-band adiabatic RF
pulse (termed “asymmetric pulse”) was formed from the
1
ﬁrst half of an HS2 pulse (6000 points, R ⫽ 0.67) and from
the second half of a tanh/tan pulse (400 points, R ⫽ 112)
(23,24). At a ␥B1max/2 of 1 kHz and a pulse length of
20 ms, an 83 Hz transition bandwidth (– 0.95 ⬍ Mz/M0 ⬍
0.95) and 3.25 kHz inversion bandwidth (–1 ⬍ Mz/M0 ⬍
– 0.95) downﬁeld from the carrier frequency was achieved.
The center of the transition band (Mz ⫽ 0) was placed at
the carrier frequency. The second pulse was created by
mirroring the frequency modulation function of the ﬁrst
pulse, which provided a mirror proﬁle for inversion
(termed “anti-asymmetric pulse”), i.e., inversion over
⬃3.25 kHz upﬁeld from the carrier frequency.
On odd scans the asymmetric pulse was applied to invert the resonances downﬁeld, and on even scans the
anti-asymmetric pulse was applied to invert upﬁeld, yielding a 1H-[13C] NMR spectrum with opposite sign for those
1H resonances bound to 13C on opposite sides of the 13C
carrier frequency. This scheme allowed for suppression of
1H resonances bound to 13C nuclei resonating within the
transition band of the asymmetric adiabatic pulses.
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FIG. 1. Selective resonance suppression 1H-[13C] NMR sequence
(RACED-STEAM). Two asymmetric adiabatic inversion pulses are
applied in the 13C channel on alternate scans, where the direction
of the adiabatic sweep is alternated (indicated by the dashed
line). Broadband adiabatic decoupling is applied during the acquisition.

MRS
All phantom and in vivo MRS experiments were carried
out on an INOVA spectrometer (Varian, Palo Alto, CA,
USA) interfaced to an actively-shielded 9.4 T/31 cm horizontal-bore magnet (Magnex Scientiﬁc, Abingdon, UK)
with 12-cm inner diameter (i.d.) high-performance gradients (400 mT/m in 120 s). An in-house-built probe (25)
with a quadrature 1H surface coil (14 mm diameter) and a
three-turn linearly polarized 13C coil (10 mm diameter)
was used as a transceiver placed on the top of the animal’s
head. A sphere ﬁlled with 99% 13C-enriched formic acid
was ﬁxed at the center of the 13C coil to provide a reference
signal for power calibration of the 13C editing pulse. Fast
automatic shimming using FAST(EST)MAP (19) based on
EPI was used to adjust all ﬁrst- and second-order shims,
which resulted in a full-width at half-maximum of the
water signal of 14 –16 Hz from a volume of 75 l in vivo.
To illustrate the effective transition bandwidth, the 1H13
[ C] resonance suppression efﬁciency of applying the
asymmetric pulse on 13C nuclei at different transmitter
frequency offsets was simulated based on density matrix
formalism for CH, CH2, and CH3 spin systems (JCH ⫽
130 Hz and JCC ⫽ 50 Hz).
For in vitro validation, the asymmetric pulse was applied at a series of 13C frequency offsets relative to the C2
of sodium acetate with broadband 13C decoupling during
the acquisition (TE ⫽ 7.9 ms, TM ⫽ 25 ms, TR ⫽ 4 s, the
pulse length of the 13C editing pulse was 20 ms during all
studies).
In vivo performance was evaluated using the following
four acquisitions: the aforementioned asymmetric adiabatic pulses were applied at the 13C resonance of Glu C4
(scan A: asymmetric pulse; scan B: anti-asymmetric pulse)
and 13C resonance of Glu C3 (scan C: asymmetric pulse;
scan D: anti-asymmetric pulse), respectively. These four
scans were acquired in an interleaved manner and stored
separately in computer memory (TE ⫽ 7.9 ms, TM ⫽
25 ms, TR ⫽ 4 s, 512 averages total and volume of interest
[VOI] ⫽ 224 l).
For in vivo NAA C6 dynamic labeling time course measurement, the proposed scheme was used by applying the
two asymmetric adiabatic pulses at the 13C resonance of

Glu C3 (27.86 ppm) in alternate scans (26) (TE ⫽ 7.9 ms,
TM ⫽ 25 ms, TR ⫽ 4 s). The 13C resonance frequency of
Glu C3 was calculated from the frequency of 1H (water)
signal based on a previous in vivo calibration. To verify
the precision of the frequency of Glu C3, the frequency of
Glc C1␤ (96.81 ppm) was measured through an unlocalized distortionless enhancement by polarization transfer
(DEPT) sequence (27) following the 99% enriched [U-13C6]
Glc bolus to derive the frequency of Glu C3 (26), and the
discrepancy between the measured frequencies of Glu C3
and those calculated was below 15 Hz. All spectra were
acquired in an interleaved fashion to minimize effects of
instrumental drift. Each data block saved to disk contained
two free induction decays (FIDs) of 64 averages each
(⬃8.5 min). The time course of the NAA isotopic enrichment was calculated from six blocks of scans, resulting in
a temporal resolution of 51 min. After B0 correction, six
FIDs edited by the asymmetric pulse and six edited by the
anti-asymmetric pulse were summed separately, and then
these two summed spectra were subtracted to obtain edited spectra containing only the protons bound to 13C. All
the spectra were acquired from a volume of 75 l (3 ⫻ 5 ⫻
5 mm3) containing a mixture of cerebral cortex, corpus
callosum, and hippocampus (Fig. 2).
The peak area was measured using built-in spectrometer
software (VNMRJ) to calculate the 13C isotopic enrichment
in the present study.

RESULTS
The editing scheme showed an excellent suppression of
the 1H resonance bound to C2 of sodium acetate when the
asymmetric pulse was applied on resonance of the sodium
acetate C2 carbon (Fig. 3a). The observed transition bandwidth of ⬃500 Hz was larger than that of the RF pulse per
se (⬃100 Hz), which was explained by the quartet (JCH ⫽
128 Hz) of doublet (JCC ⫽ 53 Hz) resonance structure of the
C2 resonance of sodium acetate covering a spectral range
of ⬃440 Hz.
The simulated effective transition bandwidth of the
asymmetric pulse for CH3 showed a transition bandwidth
identical to the in vitro result (Fig. 3b). The effective tran-
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FIG. 2. Image of rat brain acquired by multislice gradient echo
(TR ⫽ 150 ms, TE ⫽ 7 ms, FOV ⫽ 25 ⫻ 25 mm2, matrix ⫽ 256 ⫻
256, slice thickness ⫽ 1 mm) showing the VOI (3 ⫻ 5 ⫻ 5 mm3)
selected for single-voxel 1H-[13C] NMR measurement of NAA C6
turnover.

sition bandwidth was increased from ⬃250 Hz to ⬃500 Hz
when the multiplet number was increased from CH to CH3,
consistent with the increased spread of the 13C multiplets.
The effective transition bandwidth of the asymmetric
pulse was independent of the B1max above the adiabaticity
threshold (data not shown).
Spectra acquired with the proposed scheme of Fig. 1
illustrated the detection of 13C label in a number of metabolites (Fig. 4). Applying the 13C editing pulses on Glu C4
(subtracting scan A from B) in alternate scans suppressed
the resonances of 1H bound to Glu C4 and completely
resolved the resonances of 1H bound to Gln C4 (Fig. 4, top).
The resonances downﬁeld from the 13C resonance of Glu
C4 (such as Glx C2, Asp C2, tCr, and Glc C6) show negative
signal intensities in the difference 1H-[13C] NMR spectrum,
and those upﬁeld (Gln C4, Glx C3, NAA C6, GABA C3, Lac
C3, and Ala C3) show positive intensities. Note that in the
same spectrum the 1H resonance bound to NAA C6 at
2.01 ppm is overlapped by the more intense signal from
Glx C3 at 2.04 –2.13 ppm. Thus, applying the 13C editing
pulses at the frequency of Glu C3 (subtracting scan C from
D) led to the suppression of 1H resonances bound to Glx
C3, thereby completely revealing the 1H resonance bound
to NAA C6 at 2.01 ppm (Fig. 4, bottom). Note the inverted
intensity of the resonances downﬁeld from the 13C resonance of Glu C3 (such as Glx C2, Glu C4, Gln C4, Asp C2,
tCr, GABA C2, and Glc C6) compared to those upﬁeld
(NAA C6, GABA C3, Lac C3, and Ala C3).
Figure 5a shows a typical 1H spectrum of the rat brain
featuring a high signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) and excellent
spectral resolution achieved at 9.4 T. A 1H-[13C] NMR
spectrum acquired using ACED-STEAM with a broadband
adiabatic editing pulses as described previously (14)
showed 13C labeling in the following metabolites (dashed
lines): Lac C3, Ala C3, GABA C3, Glx C3, NAA C6, Glx C4,
Asp C3, tCr, GABA C2, Glx C2, Glc C6, and Asp C2 after
15 h of 67% enriched [U-13C6] Glc infusion. Clearly, the
muliplet of Glx C3 strongly overlaps the NAA C6 signal
(Fig. 5b).
With the demonstrated ability to uncover the 13C-labeled
NAA resonance from that of Glx C3 (Fig. 4, bottom), we
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sought to evaluate the metabolism of NAA. In order to
assess the slow labeling of NAA C6, the suppression of Glx
C3 using the proposed scheme allowed the direct observation of the 13C labeling of NAA C6 (Fig. 5c). The 13C
downﬁeld resonances, such as Asp C2 and C3, Glx C2 and
C4, tCr, GABA C2, and Glc C6 show negative signal intensities in the 1H-[13C] NMR spectrum consistent with the
inversion on odd scans, compared to those upﬁeld from
Glx C3, inverted on even scans (Fig. 5c). The time-resolved
spectra acquired with the proposed scheme showed that
the 13C labeling of NAA C6 was clearly detected already
within the ﬁrst hour of the 67% enriched [U-13C6] Glc
infusion despite its very slow increase (Fig. 6a).
The isotopic enrichment (IE) of NAA C6 was calculated
from the following equation:
13

IE NAA6 ⫽

12

NAA 6
.
NAA 6 ⫹ 13NAA 6

[1]

The total NAA acetyl signal intensity was obtained by
ﬁtting the spectrum edited with the asymmetric pulse. The
13C labeling signal intensity was calculated by ﬁtting the

FIG. 3. 1H-[13C] resonance suppression efﬁciency. a: 1H-[13C] stack
spectra (99% enriched [1, 2-13C2] sodium acetate) acquired with
RACED-STEAM using the asymmetric pulse applied at a series of
frequency offsets relative to the resonance of the C2 of sodium
acetate (pulse width of asymmetric pulse was 20 ms and frequency
offset increment was 50 Hz). b: Simulated 1H-[13C] resonance suppression efﬁciency of applying the asymmetric pulse on 13C nuclei in
a CH (dotted line), CH2 (dashed line), or CH3 spin system (solid line).
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FIG. 4. 1H-[13C] NMR spectra obtained from a volume of 224 l in
rat brain in vivo during 99% enriched [U-13C6] Glc infusion. The
spectra are the combination of four scans (128 averages each): (A)
asymmetric pulse applied at the 13C resonance frequency of Glu C4,
(B) anti-asymmetric pulse applied at the 13C resonance frequency of
Glu C4, and (C,D) the same as (A) and (B), but with the 13C editing
pulses applied at the 13C resonance frequency of Glu C3. In all
experiments, TE ⫽ 7.9 ms, TM ⫽ 25 ms, TR ⫽ 4 s, 512 scans
(⬃34 min), the spectra were acquired at 210 –244 min from the start
of the 99% enriched [U-13C6] Glc infusion, Gaussian function
weighting ⫽ 0.15, and no baseline correction was applied.

spectrum obtained by subtracting the 1H spectra edited
with the asymmetric pulse and the anti-asymmetric pulse.
To validate the in vivo measurement of the NAA C6 IE,
the NAA C6 IE of the last time point of each subject was
compared to that measured in the brain extract and found
to be in excellent agreement (slope ⫽ 0.95 ⫾ 0.12, R2 ⫽
0.92, data not shown).
The time course of the NAA C6 turnover in ﬁve rats had
excellent reproducibility that permitted us to overlay the
individual time courses (Fig. 6b). The turnover time course of
NAA C6 was ﬁtted using the following equation (Fig. 6c):
13

NAA 6(t)
⫽ 0.67 ⫺ 0.659e
NAA

冉 冊
⫺t
NAA6

efﬁciency of the scheme of Fig. 1 was veriﬁed in vivo by
suppressing the overlapping resonances of Glu C4 and Glx
C3 within the noise level and by resolving the 13C labeled
resonances of Gln C4 and NAA C6 (Fig. 4). The resolved
detection of NAA C6 made it feasible to measure the timeresolved label incorporation into the NAA methyl moiety
for studying NAA metabolism.
The shortest TE of 1H-[13C] NMR spectroscopy at which
optimal editing efﬁciency can be achieved is 1/JCH
(⬃7.9 ms), which makes it difﬁcult to implement such long
narrow-transition-band adiabatic pulses with POCE-based
approaches. The present scheme based on the STEAM
sequence allowed to apply long editing pulses with TE ⫽
1/JCH and the gain of the higher spectral dispersion may
thus in part offset the sensitivity disadvantage of STEAM.
Although the intrinsic transition bandwidth of the
asymmetric pulse used was ⬃100 Hz, the effective one was
broadened to ⬃250 Hz for CH and up to ⬃500 Hz for the
CH3 spin system due to JCC and JCH (Fig. 3b). Provided that
13C resonances multiplets are separated by half of the
effective transition band, this should allow the suppression of the resonance of interest without affecting nearby
resonances. For instance, when the asymmetric pulses are
applied on Glu C3 (CH2), the effective transition bandwidth will be slighly larger than 380 Hz due to additional
13C-13C couplings. Since the 13C frequency gap between
Glx C3 and NAA C6 is over 400 Hz at 9.4 T, the efﬁcient
suppression of Glx C3 can be accomplished without affecting the NAA signal.
The setting of the carrier frequency of the asymmetric
adiabatic pulses was continuously veriﬁed to ensure the

[2]

since brain glucose IE was measured in extracts at ⬃67%,
resulting in NAA6 ⫽ 34 ⫾ 2.5 h (mean ⫾ SEM, n ⫽ 5).
Assuming a total [NAA] of the rat brain of 8.5 mol/g (28),
the turnover rate of NAA C6 was calculated to be 0.25 ⫾
0.02 mol/g/h.
DISCUSSION
Despite the high sensitivity and excellent spectral resolution of 1H-[13C] NMR spectra achieved at high magnetic
ﬁeld combined with an efﬁcient shimming scheme, spectral regions such as Glx C3 and NAA C6, Glu C4, and Gln
C4 still have limited spectral dispersion (Fig. 5b). The
current study demonstrates the potential of uncovering 1H
resonances bound to 13C by applying asymmetric narrowtransition-band adiabatic RF pulses at the frequency of the
13C chemical shift of the resonance to be suppressed. The

FIG. 5. Edited NMR spectra acquired using ACED-STEAM and
RACED-STEAM in an interleaved manner (VOI ⫽ 75 l, TE ⫽ 7.9 ms,
TM ⫽ 25 ms, TR ⫽ 4 s, nt ⫽ 1536 total, ⬃102 min, 15 h after the
start of 67% enriched [U-13C6] Glc infusion). a: 1H spectrum of the
rat brain in vivo at 9.4 T. b: 1H-[13C] spectrum using ACED-STEAM.
c: 1H-[13C] spectrum of proposed RACED-STEAM scheme from the
same volume with 13C editing pulses applied at the 13C frequency of
Glu C3.
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FIG. 6. NAA turnover measurements. a: Stack plot showing the
time-resolved observation of 13C incorporation into the NAA methyl
resonance (NAA C6) at 2.01 ppm. Each spectrum represents 768
averages (⬃51 min). b: Time course of NAA C6 from ﬁve rats (three
rats were infused by 67% enriched [U-13C6] Glc for 9 h, and two rats
were infused for 19 h) represented by the different symbols. c:
Fitting of the turnover in one rat using Eq. [2].

efﬁciency of the resonance suppression. The 1H signal of a
CH, CH2, or CH3 group was suppressed below 10% of its
total intensity when the pulse offset was within the 30 Hz,
160 Hz, and 100 Hz range, respectively, around the reso-
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nance frequency of the 13C signal (Fig. 3b), which is easily
met under typical experimental conditions. Throughout
the experiment, the 13C frequency calculated from the 1H
resonance frequency of water had negligible discrepancy
with that measured in vivo. By monitoring the frequency
offset and adjusting it if necessary, an efﬁcient suppression
of 1H resonances bound to 13C in the in vivo spectra even
in the presence of small B0 ﬂuctuations was ensured (Fig.
5c). Likewise, given that the 13C chemical shift of Gln C3 is
0.66 ppm (66 Hz at 9.4T) upﬁeld from Glu C3, applying
editing pulses at the resonance frequency of Glu C3 also
resulted in negligible residual signals of protons bound to
Gln C3, especially when considering the several-fold
lower concentration of Gln (28).
The inversion bandwidth of the asymmetric adiabatic
pulses typically covered ⬃32 ppm in the 13C spectrum. In
the present study, the carrier frequency of the pulses was
applied at the resonance of Glu C3 or Glu C4; therefore, Glc
C1 was not inverted and thus not detected in the edited
spectrum. The asymmetric adiabatic pulse can be modiﬁed
to have a broader inversion bandwidth to cover larger 13C
resonances range by extending, e.g., the adiabatic sweep,
which should permit the measurement of 13C label in
glucose to be included.
13C label was detected in NAA C6 within the ﬁrst hour of
infusion; it increased nearly linearly with time and did not
reach steady state even after 19 h (Fig. 6). The achieved
complete separation of NAA C6 allowed its quantiﬁcation
by simple peak ﬁtting. The isotopic enrichment was obtained directly from the edited spectra in vivo and was in
excellent agreement with that measured in brain extract,
thereby validating the editing scheme.
The calculated NAA C6 turnover rate of 0.25 ⫾
0.02 mol/g/h was comparable to that in previously published studies (21,29 –31). The lower rate and enrichment
observed in this study compared to the study by Choi and
Gruetter (21) may be explained by the more localized
measurement of NAA turnover in the present study, and
thus may imply regional differences in the NAA metabolism, e.g., a relatively higher white matter content in the
current VOI (Fig. 2). The current approach can be combined with chemical shift imaging to achieve the mapping
of NAA metabolism, which may provide insight into the
role of this abundant amino acid.
Although the scheme of Fig. 1 was demonstrated for the
detection of NAA labeling, the results also show that the
Gln C4 signal can be completely separated from the strong
Glu C4 resonance signal (Fig. 4, top). Since the precision of
deconvolution methods critically depends on the degree of
spectral overlap, the current approach is expected to signiﬁcantly improve the precision of the measurement of 13C
labeling of Gln in 1H-[13C] NMR spectra, regardless of the
ﬁtting approach used. The resolved labeling of Gln C4
combined with labeling of Glu C4 should improve the
ability to measure the rate of glutamatergic neurotransmitter cycle and study neuro-glial compartmentation in vivo.
The labeling of GABA C3 and C2, Lac C3, Ala C3, Asp C3,
Glx C2, and Asp C2 was also observed in the edited spectrum, and it potentially provides additional information
for metabolic modeling.
At lower magnetic ﬁeld strength, such as clinical systems at 3T, the resolved detection of Glu C3 and Glu C4 is
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challenging, and approaches such as semiselective POCE
NMR spectroscopy for separation of Glu C4 and Glu
C3 have been suggested (32). The proposed scheme can
also be extended to lower magnetic ﬁelds provided that the
13C chemical shifts are sufﬁciently resolved, but the 1H
resonances strongly overlapped.
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CONCLUSIONS
We conclude that the current approach provides a simple
scheme for the selective suppression of 1H resonances
bound to 13C, and allow one to uncover resonances that are
difﬁcult to resolve in the 1H-[13C] NMR spectrum, such as
Gln C4 and NAA C6 at 9.4 T. We further conclude that
NAA C6 turnover can be measured at very low levels of
NAA enrichment in a small volume to study NAA metabolism in a speciﬁc cerebral region within a time frame of a
few hours. The proposed scheme could also be extended to
lower magnetic ﬁelds provided that the 13C chemical shift
remains sufﬁciently resolved.
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